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6

Abstract7

Network traffic can classified as a process which list computer network based on some8

parameters like port number and protocols into some traffic classes like undesired, sensitivity9

etc. Traffic can be implemented differently to differentiate the service required for the user for10

the specific purpose. The large demand of increase in internet users and increase in bandwidth11

required for various applications are escalating day by day. The traffic data needs to be12

classified and analyzed with certain tools. Hardoop is the tool which performs the task in very13

time efficient manner. Hardoop actually run on commodity hardware which process this huge14

data with hive. Traffic analysis, measurement and classification are done by hardoop based15

tools at various parameters of packet and flow level. The derived result is used by network16

administrator for resolving networking related issue. The measurement of internet traffic and17

analysis has been implemented from long before but the problem is recent years the user in18

internet has escalated dramatically. We proposed network traffic management system for19

analyzing internet traffic of multi-terabytes in extensible manner to perform HTTP, ICMP,20

UDP, TCP and IP.21

22

Index terms— network traffic, hardoop, traffic management and analysis, HDFS, HIVE, IP.23

1 Introduction24

he collection of different servers, computers, peripherals, devices when connected to one another for secure mean25
of communication is described as network which is mainly used for sharing data, or as a means of communication.26
The process of monitoring network traffic involves managing and analyzing network to overcome any discrepancy27
that might be a problem for the network. The amount of data involve in communication between network is28
described as network traffic. The network packet [1] mostly comprised of network data which makes the load29
within the network. The monitoring mainly involves analyses incoming and outgoing packet. The measurement30
of traffic over a particular network is called traffic measurement. There are basically two types of techniques31
involved. Firstly the active techniques and the secondly is the passive technique. Active [2]are more accurate and32
instructive and the main drawback is that it may over crowd the network by infuse with artificial inquest traffic33
whereas passive [3] run on the background which can be used to implement network analyzing action and the34
drawback is that supervise on all network [4]. The main challenge of internet traffic measurement is firstly flow35
statistics computation time and secondly single node failure. To overcome this problem we implement [5] hardoop36
framework. Hardoop is actually an open source software framework for large set data processing and storage. It37
provides necessary possibilities of scaling and fault tolerance which are the most important in networking. We38
also implement Map Reduce model to resolve the inconsistency in between the hardoop data distribution and39
network monitoring where data is recorded and splinted and dispense them into cluster for individual processing.40
The related packets may spread across different splits, thus dislocating traffic structures that are essential for41
network traffic monitoring. In this paper we have proposed a novel method for network traffic measurement and42
analysis.43
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2 II.44

3 Software Overview45

In 1 are efficient of data analyzing but are limited to storage and measurement. The traffic sampling method can46
be used to overcome the limitation where results are drawn through partial observation. The implementation of47
SQL is also not proposed due to its nature of query operation. Below in Table 1 networking traffic monitoring48
tools are given with uses and limitations are described.49

4 System Overview50

The system proposed involved firstly input conversion, secondly hardoop pre-processing and qlikView [7] analysis.51
At first for the packet capture jpcap and wincap [8][9] is used for capturing which is used for supporting the jdk52
environment and wincap supports the window environment. After capturing the packet gets converted into .text53
file or .csv file for training data. The dataset made gets loaded as input for category. The processed file is stored54
in HDFS and to represent in HIVE file externally. And at last IP analysis, port no, protocol and displayed in55
graphical format. Below in Fig2 the work flow diagram of the proposed system has been given.56

5 Experimental Evaluation57

Protocol based network packet are captured, port number having LAN making use of java API.2 and IP addresses.58
The captured file stored in HDFS [10][11] is described data wise. The top 10 IP address can be calculated to59
define the user usage so that the network which consumes more traffic or more bandwidth can be identified. The60
total number of packet has also been calculated based on port which his called port-wise byte counts. Port 44361
(HTTPS) having the highest number of count which is about 59% has also been shown below. The size of packet62
and total number of packet each day has been calculated. Below in Fig4 the top 10 IP address usage is shown63
and in Fig5 the port wise byte count is also shown. V.64

6 Conclusion65

The network traffic analysis we proposed in this paper will be very efficient for the network administrator to66
monitor the bandwidth consumption and maintain the system and trouble shoot bugs if necessary. In the paper67
our main focus was on the flow packet and analysis by network topology. The huge amount of data cannot be68
handled with single server so large dataset is necessary for matching the computing and storage, and scalable69
analysis becomes a problem. That the reason we introduce Hardoop as an open-source platform which resolves70
all the issue in large data set analysis. We have proposed the novel method of data analysis and measurement.71
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Figure 4: Fig. 4 :
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Figure 5: Fig. 5 :
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